General Rules:
1. We ask all our guests to comply with the terms and conditions hereafter. If you or your
party do not comply with the terms and conditions, we may ask you to leave the site.
2. Behaviour which is detrimental to another user of our site, site staff, residents or
members of the public and/or property belonging to, may result in your party being asked
to leave the site without refund of payment.
3. If a unit is to be left unoccupied overnight the Rhys must be informed.
4. Accurate details of guest must be provided to Rhys on request.
5. When pitching your unit, you must observe the pitch sizes or consult with Rhys about
any changes.
6. A pitch should only contain 1 sleeping unless consulted with Rhys
7. When using a BBQ please used the slab provided to protect the ground underneath
8. You must consult with Rhys regarding you arrival and departure
9. On leaving, you must ensure that all refuse is disposed of in suitable containers on site or
taken away and your pitch must be left in reasonable condition, including any washing up to
be completed.
10. You must dispose of waste water in the appropriate designated locations.
11. Noise should be kept to a minimum between 20:00 and 08:00.
12. Campfires are only permitted when a firepit is rented from Llansawel Agored, firewood
is free.
13. Guests should familiarise themselves with our fire/emergency procedures, in the event
of a fire/emergency carry out the actions as instructed.
14. Complaints of unsuitable behaviour of other member's should be directed to Rhys.
This campsite is for Greener Camping Club members, as such at least one occupant for each
tent/ each couple needs to be a member of the greener camping club to stay here.

Bell Tent Rules/ Guidance:
1. We advise that the zips to the mesh areas are closed when not in use to avoid any
insects investigating your area.
2. We ask that your sheets are removed from your beds when you depart.
3. We ask that if the stove is lit in the bell tent the door is closed unless fuelling and that
you only fuel with smaller logs.
4. We ask that if the stove is in use it is always monitored.
5. We expect food and drink to be consumed within the kitchen area, this avoids insects
wanting to come into your tent.
6. We do not allow smoking within the bell tent, if you do need to smoke please do so
away from the bell tent to avoid any smoking aroma on the tent.
7. We ask that the bell tent is left in a clean and tidy state as originally found.

Kitchen Rules/ Guidance:
1. Please feel free to charge your items in the USB charging station while the stove is not
in use.
2. We ask that lights are turned off when not in use to ensure you have the power
wanted later in the day
3. We ask that when cooking you use the gas stove provided for all cook ware, they are
not suited for open fires or the bell tent stove.
4. The gas stove is typically turned off at the gas can.
5. We expect all waste to be disposed of in the bins provided.
6. We ask that the kitchen is left in a clean and tidy state.

Other Rules/ Guidance:
1.
We ask that you please only use the firepit provided, and ensure the fire is out when
unattended.
2. We expect any cold ash is to be placed in the container provided.
3. We ask that the fire bucket is filled with water at all times.
4. The composting toilet is to sit on only.
6. We have provided firewood for your stay, if you require more please ask, equally if you
need to make the wood smaller ensure the axe is used responsibly as it can cause serious
injury.

Please look at www.llansawelagored.com/local-area/
for things to do in this area

